Go Resort
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Hamata
The excursion allows us to spend unforgettable hours at sea and to discover the amazing local
marine life and the beauty of the Red Sea atolls. It will be possible to admire a unique coral reef
with countless species of colorful fish and very rare sea birds. Lunch and drinks included

SATAYA
A perfect snorkeling destination southeast of the Fury Shoal dive area off Marsa Alam. This horseshoeshaped lagoon is named after the friendly dolphins that are frequently alerted in the area. Lunch and
drinks included

Sharm El Luli
Unforgettable half day of crystal clear sea to discover the rich and
colorful scenery of the South: "The wild paradise". Sharm El Lili: A very
white beach overlooking a turquoise lagoon.
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Abu Dabab

We will leave our village for about 40 minutes to reach the beautiful bay of Abu Dabab Bay (equipped
beach). This area is rich in dcorallina, one of the most famous beaches of Marsa alam. While snorkeling
you can admire the Tartasughe, one of the specimens of local fauna who love to have lunch at this
Questabaia, just a few meters deep. The guides accompany you snorkeling a few meters away, so you
have time to admire them. Return to lunch in the village. Recommended clothing: swimsuit, bath towel,
hat and sunscreen, camera

Porto Ghalib
( Marsa Mubark)

Shaab Marsa Alam reef also known as Marsa Alam reef. In the inner lagoon on the south side of the reef dolphins can
be spotted and caught to swim with them. During the days of calm sea, the guides of the diving center will
accompany us along the outside during the snorkeling trip, where the coral formations will give us a fantastic view
Recommended clothing: hat, costume, sunscreen, beach towel, camera
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The people
of Marsa
Alam
The people of Mersa know: Come and take a full day boat trip. The
boat is in one place. Do snorkeling 2 times and you can sometimes
see the dolphin in this place full day trip on sunday and wednesday
€

Mersa beach
wheel
We will depart from our village to reach the beautiful Bay of Marsa
Bay in 20 minutes. This beach is one of the most beautiful beaches of
Marsa Alam, which you can reach while snorkeling a few meters
deep. The guides will accompany you snorkeling a few meters away
from them so you have time to admire them. Return to lunch in the
village

.Admire the turtles. I am one of the best birds who like to have lunch in this tavern

